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PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

Just how suitable salt beds are for.permanent disposal of radioactive 
wastes has been the subject of extensive studies covering diverse aspects 
over the past decade. The proposed site of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

~ (WIPP) is located in southeast New Mexico, about 42 km east of Carlsbad, l where plans are to construct the storage facility in rock salt beds of the Permian 
1--. Salado Fonnation. Detailed surface and subsurface geology at the site and 

of the surrounding area has been discussed previously (Bachman, 1975; 
Powers and others, 1978). 

A basic concern for waste repositories in salt beds is their high solu-
bility in ground waters. Different kinds of dissolution features are known 
in most evaporite basins including the Delaware Basin, the region of the pro-
posed WIPP site. Some primary questions that can be posed are: 1. Is 
there active dissolution of salt at or near the site of WJPP? 2. Is the pro-
cess of salt dissolution continuous or episodic? 3. If episodic, what is 
the correlation between time and depth? 4. When did the last salt dissolu-
tion cycle occur? 5. What is the rate of dissolution? 

Rosholt and others (1956) and Rosholt (1978) demonstrated that a process 
of isotopic evolution of uranium and thorium occurs in most types of sedi
ments, altered volcanic ashes and deeply buried granites provided that some 
groundwater is allowed to migrate through the porous zones of these materials 
during their geologic history. Often the analyses of the isotopes of the 
238u- 234u-230Th- 232rh system yield an estimated age for the time of deposi
tion (uranium-trend age estimate) over the range of the method from 2,000 to 
about 800,000 years ago (Rosholt, 1978). Accordingly, it was felt that a 
preliminary study of salt dissolution residue samples near the WIPP site 
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may yield insight into the dissolution processes and/or it may provide a 

uranium-trend age estimate for the most recent salt dissolution that pro

duced clay residuum and bands of gypsum. The application of uranium trend 

dating in the investigation of the age of surficial deposits in the area east 

of Carlsbad, New Mexico, is included in Part II of this report. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Samples for this study came from WIPP-25, borehole drilled on the edge 

of Nash Draw. Nash Draw is located a few km west of the WIPP site, a fea-

ture generally attributed to solution of underlying soluble salt beds and 

subsidence of the overlying rock units. The detailed geologic data of 

drillhole WIPP-25 is reported by Sandia Laboratories and U. S. Geological 

Survey (1979). Eight samples were selected for the analyses of uranium and 

thorium isotopes from the top of Salado salt at depth of from 179.Sm to 

183. lm. These samples were chosen by S. J. Lambert of Sandia Laboratories 

and C. L. Jones and B. J. Szabo of the U. S. Geological Survey because they 

seemed to represent the dissolution residues most closely associated with 

intact salt. The samples grade from gypsum in the top sample (l79.9m) 

through a series of redish-brown clays with increasing amounts of gypsum 

with depth, to halite with stringers of polyhalite (183.lm). 

All of the dissolution residues (samples A through G, Table 1) were dried 

at 80°C for about 12 hours, crushed to a powder and then homogenized. Samples 

weighing about 8 g were totally dissolved by repeated addition of concentrated 

HF, HN0 3 and HCL04 mixtures and dried. The residues were dissolved in 6F HCl 

and spiked with standard 236u, 229Th and 228Th solution. Isotopic monitoring 

permitted not only quantitative determinations of % recovery but also un

ambiguous peak energy assignment. Sample solutions were added to a previously 
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prepared and conditioned Dowex 1-XS ion exchange column in the Cl form. 

Thorium does not form stable chloride complexes and hence passes directly 

through while the uranium chloride complexes are absorbed. (Krauss and 

others, 1956). The uranium is recovered in a separate beaker via subsequent 

elution with very dilute HCl or water. Both nitrate and/or chloride column 

separations can be used to further purify either the uranium or the thorium 

solutions since both thorium and uranium nitrate complexes are absorbed. 

Repetitive column treatments result eventually in a final tiny volume of 

very nearly pure uranium or thorium salt. The uranium solid is dissolved 

in a micro-drop of HC1D4 mixed with an NH4Cl buffer and the pH adjusted to 

approximately 4. This solution is then added to a specially designed teflon 

plating apparatus and electroplated onto a disc suitable for alpha spectra-

meter counting. Platinum discs are used for uranium and require roughly 30 

minutes of plating at a current of l amp. The thorium solid is dissolved 

in a small volume of O.lF HN03 and extracted with an equally small volume 

of thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA). This organic solution is then evaporated 

on the disc and the extraction procedure repeated, the disc is flame dried 

and then placed in the alpha spectrometer for counting. 

About 50 g of the halite was dissolved in slightly acidic HND3 solution 

( H>l) th · ·t t · d t d d 236u 229-h d 228rh ·k p , en 1ron n1 ra e earner an s an ar , 1 an sp1 e 

solution were added. Addition of concentrated NH4DH to the solution copreci

pitated the uranium and thorium with the iron hydroxide. The precipitate 

was separated by centrifugation and washed with l :20 NH 40H. Then the precip

itate was dissolved in minimal concentrated HN03 and the concentration adjusted 

to approximately 7F to permit maximum ion exchange efficiency. A previously 

prepared and conditioned Oowex 1-XB ion exchange column in the N03 form 

selectively absorbs both uranium and thorium nitrate complexes from this 

matrix while most other metals pass directly through. Elution with very 
-

dilute HND3 or water permits recovery of the relatively impurity free solution. 
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This solution was evaporated to dryness and the solid dissolved in 6F HCl 

solution, after which the treatment was identical to that indicated above. 

Discs were counted for about 10,000 counts in an Ortec alpha spectro

meter. 

RESULTS 

Results of the analyses are presented in Table 1. Uncertainties in the 

ratios required for plotting are listed as 2-sigma errors. The red clays 

.c-., (samples B through E) have uranium concentrations of about 1 to 2 ppm, 

whereas the mostly gypsum samples (A and G) have much lower uranium concen

trations of about 0.2 ppm. The uranium content for the salt sample is about 

0.017 ppm. The 234 ut238u activity ratio in the salt is about unity within 

the limits of experimental error, but the value for 230Th; 234u of 0.16 is 

rather low, indicating either a recent gain of uranium or loss of 230Th, 

:_·_-· 

the daughter element of 234u, from the salt that is situated just below the 

solution residue unconformity. Although larger sample weights were taken to 

tompensate for the anticipated low uranium content in the salt, less signifi-

cance should be placed on these numbers which differed only little from back

grounds. 

The analytical data of the solution residue samples (A through G) were 

tr~ated by the uranium-trend 

requires plots of 238ut 232Th 

dating 

versus 

technique of Rosholt (1978). 

230Th/232Th and 238u _ 23 ~h 
238u 

234u _ 238u 

238u 
from which the uranium-trend date may be calculated. 

The method 

versus 

These 

uranium-trend plots of the solution residue samples at WIPP-25 are presented 

in Figure 1. The sample points, except for sample A, yield a linear relation-< 

ship on the uranium-trend plots. This linear relationship indicates that the 

solution residue unit between 179.9 and 183.1 m represents a salt dissolution 

process for which the calculated uranium-trend ·date of the residual matter 

is older than 700,000 years. 
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DISCUSSION 

~ The results of this study show that the uranium trend dating technique 

appears to be applicable to date salt dissolution residues. The observed 

data scatter enable· one to obtain a minimum age, in this case, for that 

section of the core analyzed. No present day dissolution activity is indi

cated in the interval sampled. Indicated stability for such a long period 

of time resulting from this study utilizing independent chemical methodology, is 

in agreement with the work of Bachman, (lg74). 

Dissolution activity at the upper Salado Formation was the only aspect 

addressed in this investigation and this event may represent the most recent 

dissolution. Our preliminary investigation indicates moreover, that uranium

trend dating of salt dissolution residues may yield useful data. Additional 

samples are being analyzed from the WIPP-25 dri 11 hole as well as WIPP 27 

to determine if depth correlates with dissolution time indicating possible 

cyclic occurrences. 
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Tab 1 e 1. Analytical data of WlPP-2~ borehole Saii1Plr!5. Sa1npl e A is mainly <)ypswn; samples B,C,D,E and F are majnly reddish-bro~m clays; sa1npl e G i s mainly gypsum with some clay; salt is mainly halite with some po1yha11te. 

Depth u ?~_~ll 2JO ZJnu .£1Qjll e-~~~a~ 30Th) (23~u-238u) Sample (m) (ppm) 23Bu "2":iiT~b 712:r h 2J2rh jllu 
(---------Jctivity ratios------------) 

A 179.9 0.2B7 O.GB 1 . 24 ~.110.6 6.4+0.4 -0.24f0.12 -0.32+0.05 
0 1110.9 2. 19 1.02 .9B . Ill t . OG .BO+.oq - +-.01+.06 +.02+.05 
c 1 Bl. 2 1. 63 . 94 ]. 20 . 76+.06 • <J 1 ' . oq -.20+.07 -.06+.05 

-u 181.5 l. 28 1. 02 1 . 36 . i'f, t .OG 1 . 031 . 05 -.36+.08 +.02+.05 
E Hll.B 1. 6B • <)IJ l . (J(i .Bl+.ur, .BG+ .04 -.06+.07 -.02+.05 

-r 182.2 1. 42 .96 1. 01 . 77+.03 -.01+.06 -.01+.06 -.04+.05 
-

G 182.5 .24B .93 .95 .97+.12 .92+.05 +.05+.09 -.06+.07 
Salt 183. 1 .017 1.13 . lll 23.2+3.5 4. 1 +. 3 +.82+.07 +. 13+. 10 
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lab 1 e 2. Descl"ipt ion and 
face of caliche 

Depth 
~~ _ _j_CJIU 

urllnium 
qua n·y. 

!Iori ZOII 
--~--·---

and lhcwilllll cOIIU!lii:J-dt:ions in llr!rino soil overlying Mescalero caliche from east Nf-J/q, SW-1/q sec. 12, T.22S., ILJIE. llat nesa, Ne~1 f1exico, 15' quadrangle. 

DescrirJtion --- --- ____ !:: _____ --
U Th 
(----ppm---_:j --------------------------------------------------------Uerino soil---------------------------------------------------CQS u 

CQS c 

CQS l D 

CQS l E 

CQS l F 

CQS l G 

0 

48 

T 
Bt 

lltca 

sand, fine to mediUJll grained, well sor·ted, 

mostly quortz, clay1!y, firm. Peds 

blocky, an<Jular to weakly columnar. 

sand, fine to medium grained, well sorted, 

mostly quartz, clayey and calcareous 

rests with sharp contact on K horizon 

Disconforrnity, long hiatus assumed. 

0.561 3.29 5.118 

.662 3.55 5.36 

.580 3.G3 6.27 

.578 3.85 6.66 

.593 4. 13 6.96 

. 545 3.73 6.85 

-----------------~r---------- ---------------------nescalero caliche------------------------------------------------CQC l ll 73 
Platy, ve1·y firmly cemented. Peds platy, .483 1. 60 3. 31 CQC l K2mu 
angular, sandy, much J·eceJIIentation. .592 l. 91 3.23 CQC 1 J 12 I 

.807 .608 .754 CQC l Kl 
Peds blocky, anyular, very 1. 90 .730 .384 CQC K2 

T 
firmly cemented. Nodular at 2.37 . l 05 .045 CQC l 
base. Engulfs under·lying 

. 693 l. 55 2. 24 CQC M 223 
Triassic sandstone. 

1.22 2.24 1.85 
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iable 3. Uranium and thorium concentrations and Th/U ratio in gypsum spring deposit expo~ in arroya. SW-1/4, SW-l/4, sec 15, T.22S., R. 30E. Nash Draw, New Mexico, 15' quadrangle. 14 km ~est of caliche quarry. 

Depth Description u Th Th 
u {em) 

{-----ppm------) 
0-30 Sand not sampled 

30-45 Gypsum, 0.150 0.417 2.7 
45-60 well cemented, .177 . 596 3 -. .) 

60-75 moderately wet. . 153 .547 3. s: 
75-90 Fraction of .310 1.11 3. 51 
90-105 clay components .437 1.47 3. 3c 

l:J5-120 increases with .444 1. 38 3. 11 
120-135 depth. .503 1. 95 3.87 
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-··-·----........ ...--... ................... ~·--~·-Tallie 4. /\nalytical data of surficial Ur!jlOS its in Nash Draw and IIi! t Mesa, New Mexico quadrangles. 

Depth u 234 230Th 2Jn11 230rh (23Bu_z3orh 1z34u_23Bu u 
Samp 1 e (em) (ppm) 23110 238lf- ZJ2fh 232Tll 2Jilu 23Bu 

(---------activity ratios--------------) 
flerino Soil (fi<JUre 2) 

CQS 1 0 5 0.561 1 . 000 1. 592 . 0.52+0.03 O.B2+0.02 -0.59+0.07 +0.+0.03 
CQS 1 c 15 .662 .993 1. 572 .57+.0] .891-.03 -.57+.07 . -. 01 + .03 
CQS 1 D 30 .580 1.013 1. 710 .4!H.02 .83+.02 -. 71+.07 +.01+.03 
CQS 1 E 45 .5711 .969 l.lif'l • 4 6 r.tl2 . 74+.02 -.62+.07 -·.03+.03 
CQS 1 F 60 .593 .92B I. S55 .44+.0~ .fi8+.02 -.56+.06 -.07+.03 
CQS 1 G 70 .545 .925 1 .4BB .44t.02 .661-.02 -.49+.06 -.08+.03 

Mescalero caliche ( f i <JUre 3) 
CQC 1 u 73 .4113 1 . 129 1.020 . 92·1. 05 .94+.03 -.02+.04 +.13+.04 
CQC 1 I 88 .592 1 . 182 1. 037 .9•1+.05 .91l+.03 -.04+.04 +.18+.04 ... CQC 1 J 133 .807 1 . 451 1 . 2!>B 4.03+.21 5.07+.14 -.26+.05 +.45+.05 
CQC 1 Kl 162 l. 90 1 . 4 37 l. 103 7.9+.4 fl. 7+.2 -. 10+. 05 +.44+.05 
CQC 1 K 2 164 2.37 1. 550 1 . 154 69.2+3.6 79.8+2.2 -. 15+.05 +.55+.05 
CQC 1 L 193 .693 1.126 1. 227 1.35t.07 1.66+.04 -.23+.05 +.13+.04 
CQC 1 M 223 1. 22 1. 065 1 . OBI l.M+.OB 1. 71l+. 05 -.O!H.04 +.06+.03 

Gypsum spring ( fi gtwe 4) 
GYP- 1 30-40 . 150 1. 258 1 . 61l2 l.09+.0Ci 1.84+.05 -.611+.08 +. 26~.04 
GYP-2 40-50 . 177 1 .208 I .4 51 . 90 f .05 1. 31+.04 -.45+.07 +.21+.04 
GYP-3 50-60 . 153 1. 257 1. 556 .8S+.04 1.32+.04 -.561-,08 +.26+.04 
GYP-4 60-70 .310 1.117 1.392 .851-.04 ].111+.04 -.39+.07 +.12!:_.04 
GYP-S 70-80 .437 1.097 1 . 365 .90+.05 1.23+.04 -.37+.07 +.10!:..04 

~ 
GYP-6 80-90 .444 1.112 1.397 .98+.05 l. 36+. 04 -.40+.07 +.11:!:_.04 
GYP-7 90-99 .503 . 977 1. 304 .71Jt.04 I. 02+. OJ -.30+.06 -.02+.03 ' 
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liable 5. Uranium-trend ages of surficial deposits in Nash Draw and Hat Mesa, New 

Mexico quadrangles. 

-:·. i Deposit 

i 
'Berino soi 1 

~Mescalero caliche 

~ . Upper part 

; Lower part 
.. _:t 

-:._.;Gypsum spring 
• 1 
l 

l 
l 
! 

l 
1 

1 
' 
j 
' l 
1 

i 
l 

\ j 
1 

• 

U-trend 
slope 

-0.533 

-2.34 

-.419 

-.889 

x-intercept 
232Th index 

-0.480 

+.035 

+.182 

-.195 

Half period of F(o) 
( 103 yr) 

140 

590 

370 

340 

Age 
. ( 1 o3 y: 

330+75 

420+50 

570+110 

380+60 
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Table 6. Apparent ages using 230Th;234u and 234u1 238u ratios on fossil bones from arroyo, 
SW-1/4, S\~-l/4, sec. 15, T.22S., R.2gE, Nash Draw, New Mexico quadrangle. 

Sample 

W2 Enamel 
( sma 11 er tooth) 

W3 Enamel 
!{larger tooth) 
f 

Species 

Eauus scotti 

Eauus scotti 

Horse 

u 
opm 

0.88 + 0.03 

.80 + .03 

65.9 + 2.0 

2~~u ~ Apparen 
u u Age (1 0 

1.99 + 0.04 0.22 + 0.01 26 + 

1 . 97 + .04 .26 + . 01 32 + 

2.04 + .04 .43 + . 01 60 ... I ~14 Bone 
(larger tibia) 

---__ · j :.1 Bone 
j(Szabo collected) 
I 

? 54.0 + 1 . 6 l. 97 + .04 .60 + .02 92+ 

• W5 Bone j ( 1 eg bone) 

t 
i 
l 
J 

l 
I 

I 

Bison 22.4 + .7 l. 91 + .04 .87 + .03 169 + 

tJ/3 
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_,_,f --\-;; 1 
-0.4 j 

I 
-3.6L---------------------~--------------------~ -1 -a.B -3.2 :3.2 2.6 

c23Bu_23BTh>l 23Bu 
Figure 1. Uranium trend isochron plots of solution residue samples in WIPP-25 borehole. 

A, activity ratios, 238u;232Th versus 230rh;232Th; sample A and salt are not included on plot or slope calculation. B, activity ratios, (23Bu-230Th)J23Bu versus (234u-23BU)/23Bu; sample A and salt are not included in slope calculation. Gypsum in samole A is interpreted to represent a previous dissolution cycle. 
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Uranium trend isochron plots of Berino soil section. A, activity ratios, 238u;232Th versus 230Thf232Th, B, activity ratios, (238u-230Th)f23Su versus (234u-238u);23Bu. {?I~ 
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Figure 3. Uranium trend isochron plo:s of v~scalero caliche section. 
A, activity ratios, 238Uj232Th v~-ous 230Thj232Th. 
B, activity ratios, (238u_230Th);~3Bu versus (234u-238u);238u. 
Five samples in the upper ::art of -:aliche section (H,I,J, K1,K2) 
are interoreted to reorese~t ~ c"::erent aae of ra1irhP fnrma-
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Figures. Spatial relations of Berino soil, Mescalero caliche, gypsum spring deposit, s.a:lt dissolution residue and rock salt. (Illustration provided by C. L. Jones.) 
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PART II 

INTRODUCT:ON 

Uranium-trend dating of sediments and geochemical replacement 

deposits is a modified version of tra~itional uranium-series dating. 

I • · d ·..,- t h d. . 1 230T. ,23..: 234u z:s . ~.. 1s 1 1Teren tan t~~a itlona n1 U, / Li, ana 
231 ?a/35u eating that requires a ciosed system to satisfy rigor:J~s 
mathematical solutions fol- calcu~aticn of reliable ages in suitab1e 

t;~es of geo~cgical material (r:~, 1975). 3ecause of the large 

i1 sedi~en~s, t~e.:node~ is jased on :~e ~ssu~ption :fan o~e~ 

~ast sedi~e~ts a~d geochemical ~e~csi~s have been s~~jec:ed 

This water-soluble ~r2nium, upon radio~c:ive decay, prod~ced some 

ra~ioactive daughter ~rod~cts that were readily adsorbed on the sJ1id 

sedimentary matrix r:;ate:ial. These trails of dau:;hte1 ;:wod·..;-:ts, 
7°4 230 esoecia11y -" U ar.d Th, co:r.':lonly ·c~ere distributed in a pt·ed~ctable 

pattern in the host sediments and this pattern is the basis for the 

e~pirical uranium-trend model. A more ~etailed description of the 

en~irical nodel has been reported (Rosholt, 1978). 
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Analyses on a number of alluvial and eolian deposits have been 

used to formulate the model and those depositional units with 

sufficient age control were used for time calibration points. 

The same empirical model is used for dating the dissolution residues 

in Part I and the surficial deposits in Part II. 

SAI·\PLING REQUIREi·!EriTS ACiD ::IC:?OSIT OESCR: 0 TIG::s 

The dating technique COJ1Sists of deter~ining an isochron 
C\ 
·.,I from analyses of several different sa~~~es t·epresenting a give~ 

de~osit~onal unit; from thl~ee ":J ~er. s::r.~plS:s ~n each :.:nit: are an2-

? ......... '1""'~ .. ~·--u, . __ ...., L_.'"!', I> 
c:- u c:;e:n~ ca I procedures 

~sed to o~t3in :he ana~yses are si8i~~r :: :~ose des:ribed i~ ?art 

"--r- .... ..., ...... 
'/0~$'"5 /i....)'1"ll i.Jj,,\/!..JC,I ..:_.,....-~·., '/..:.::.~_;-- ·,·,·". F'~r r 0 lc-"f-l.QnShl.!'"';, ~n 

._ • .- '· ...1- V) j V I '..J C;::! I . j ¥' 1 '- I ._. ::> :!. :I__ _ - _, 

creas~ng age cf the depositional uni:. ~e~s": souares fitting o~ 

a s:raight line tJ the d~t~ array usin~ ~ne York-fit method was ~sed 

tJ ajtain is:chr:ns (~~dwig, 1975'. 

7he ~i~~e of deposi:ion of three d~ffereG~ ~~its in t~e area 

deter~ined by the uranium-trend techniq~e. A description of the 

sectia~ of Mescalero caliche and the overlying Berino soil from the 

caliche quarry, collected and ~escri~ed by George Bachman (USSS), is 

shewn in T2ble 2. SaTI1ples fram thick gy~sum spring exposed in an 

arroyo in ~ash Draw were ccllected with George Bach~an and John ria~~ey 

(~ew Mexico Bure2~ of Mines and r~ineral PcscJrces). A description 
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of this unit and the urani~m and thorium content in samples collected 

is shown in Table 3. 

iiESULTS 

Isotopic ratio analyses required for the three units and the 

ratios showing variation from radioactive equilibrium, required for 

U-trend plots, are listed in Table 4. The uncertainties in these 

ratios are 2-sigma errors as required by the least squares fitting 

of a straight line using t~e York-fit method (LJdwig, 1979) to 

obtain the isochrons shown in Fig~res 2, 3, and ~- The uraniu~-

tren~ ;Jl·Jts for ::,e Ser-ino s.:;il, :·!esca12l~o caliche~ and 9.YPS'Jrl sp:ing 

deposit, respectively, are sho,~n in ~hese fis~res. 

:.nj ~~= ages 

~f te~osition of :he ~nits are 1is~ed in 7a~le 5. These res~~ts 

in~ic~te ~hat for~at~on of t~e Mescalero ca~iche beg~n about 5JO,~CO 

yesrs age and co~tin~ed over ~ relatively lon; ~erio~ of :i~e 3nd 

probably cease~ ~efore about 33C,2CC years ~go when the cver1ying 

sane ~·tas dep·Jsited on \-Jhi.:h the 32Y'~no soil developed. Fonilc~~on 

gypSJi~ s~rin; de~csit ~ppears !o ha~e 

:he ~esca1erJ caliche ceased develop~ent and 
(Fig. 5) 

reL~~e::! to post-i·iescale;·') c:o1!apse/. Bach;~1an 

jegun 2bou: the ti~e ~1hen 

its so~rce may be 

that solution of eva~ori~e and collapse of the s~rface occurred both 

before and after the accumulation of the Mescalero caliche in Nash Draw. 

~ive fossil ~ones 3nd teeth of horse and bison were collected 

by Curtis ~·icKinney frc~ the botto1.'1 of·the arroya in "'hich the gypsu1:1 

spring was exposed. These specimens yield apparent uranium-series 

ages that had a considerable spread in time (Table 6). Aoparent 

ages ranged continuously from about 25,000 years for tooth enamel to 
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about i70,000 years for bison leg bone. The reason for the large 

divergence in these apparent ages may be the result of the geoche~ical 

environment to which these bones have been subjected. The three 

bone samples (60,000 - 170,000 years apparent ages) have uranium 

contents (Table 6) that significantly decrease with increase of 

apparent age suggesting the possibility of late uranium addition of 

the fossil bone material resulting in apparent ages that may be 

too young. The reliability of U-series dating cf fossil material 

infl~enced by a high sulfate environment, as occurs in a gypsum 

s~ring, h~s never been tested. 

O~e of the best studies of U-series dating of bur~ed fossils 

~as dJne jy Hansen and Begg {1970) in which they dated fossils that 

occ~rre~ in ~ore favorable env~ron~ents for bo~e Jreservation. 

ca1cJlated an average age of lG3!COO ~ 6,00J years f~r fcur fossi1 

speci;Tie~s fron1 the Teichert site, Sacreme~to area, California. 7he 

~1l~viu~ at this site has now been assi;n~d to the :n~ddle unit of 

:he best :~~rent estimJte for ~he age of ~~dd1e Ri~erba~k all~vi~m 

sha~ld be c:~sidered that the oldest bone dates shown in Table 6 m2y 

~e~~esent a minimum age for the s~art o~ the gypsum spring deposit 

in ilas~ Dra'd. 
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